
Hurunui College
ENTER TO LEARN, LEAVE TO SERVE WHAKAURU KI TĒ AKO, WEHE ATU KIA MANAAKITIA

Nga Kōrero ā te Tumuaki
Kia ora koutou parents and whānau,

Term 2 can be summed up with flu, more flu and 
stomach bugs with a generous splash of Covid to 
wash it all down with. Just when we thought we 
were starting to see some light at the end of the 
tunnel the tunnel seems to have got longer. What 
has hit us hardest this term is that staff have final-
ly succumbed to the grasps of covid and annual 
coughs and colds and this has resulted in a lot of 
staff away, relievers galore and sadly disruption 
to continuity and classroom learning. This situa-
tion is not particular to us and has been reflected 
across the country with many schools needing to 
close due to lack of relievers and not enough staff 
to allow the school to function. We are consis-
tently seeing attendance rates sitting at around 
75%, a slight improvement on term 1 but it would 
be great to see this improve next term. The term 
break can’t come too soon and hopefully it might 
help to break a bit of the chain of transmission 
that we are currently seeing.

Sadly, this term has also seen the passing of two 
past staff members.

Gary Lennon - Gary taught here when the school 
was previously named Hawarden District High 
School from 1963 to 1975. He sadly passed away 
on the 2 May 2022. Gary was a great advocate 
for and fostered a keen interest in sport, which 
to Gary was something of a passion. He was the 
pioneer of many sporting contacts with other 
schools. Aside from school rugby, Gary coached 
the United Senior Rugby team for a period and 
left Hawarden to join the staff at St Bede’s Col-
lege where he was Deputy Rector for some years. 

Gloria Hibbard - Gloria Hibbard worked at Ha-
warden District High School/Hawarden Area 

School from 1962 until her retirement in April 
1992. She sadly passed away on the 28th of May 
2022. During her time in the school, she worked 
alongside 6 different Principals; Bob McVie, Max 
Harper, Frank Dodd, John Pilkington, Bruce 
Knox and Simon Snow. She worked as a typing 
teacher, office secretary, school committee secre-
tary and committee of management secretary.
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Key Dates Term 3 2022
July 25 All students start Term 3

July 29 Dress Up Day. Theme: All Grown Up

Aug 2 Exploring Goal Setting and Learning Con-
ferences

Aug 3 Y7-13 Ski Trip - Mt Lyford

Aug 9 Yr 8-13 Parent Interviews

Aug 22 Teacher only day, no school

Sept 7 Board Elections Voting Closes 4pm

Sept 28-
30

CASA Fest (tbc)
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Hawarden Area School Magazine 1989 – “Being 
secretary of an organisation for twenty-five years is 
a remarkable service both to that organisation and to 
the community it serves. We record here with appre-
ciation the service given by Mrs Gloria Hibbard who 
was secretary of the Committee of management from 
1977 and before that of the School Committee. Her 
period of service spans more than twenty-five years 
in this role.”

We wish the families of Gary and Gloria all the best 
and offer our sincere condolences. 

As we head into term three, we will have a continual 
focus on getting back to normal and raising atten-
dance and engagement. We will also be reinforcing 
our expectations around uniform and with the colder 
months this can be a real issue. We have a very flex-
ible approach to uniform, but at some point, we do 
need to draw a line. If you are having issues around 
the uniform, please send me an email or come and 
have a chat and we will do our best to help. 

Hopefully all of you take the opportunity to have a 
bit of a break over the next couple of weeks and we 
are all back fit and healthy in term 3; fingers crossed. 
We wish the team heading away to the Area Schools 
National Sports tournament in Whangarei all the 
best and I’m sure they will represent the school with 
pride. 

Nāku noa, nā

Stephen Beck
Tumuaki - Principal
Hurunui College
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Head Student for Arts and Culture - Katie Gunn

This term has been a busy one! Term two has seen “Kiwaha” of the week continue. A 
Maori word or saying is put in the notices each week and students who are noticed 
using it are rewarded by our Maori leaders with rise awards and it’s been awesome 
to see everyone getting involved and hearing these words used around school. 
Music has been a busy one this term in  the senior end with rockquest in June. I’d 
like to congratulate Charli McMillian and Katie Spencer on their achievement of 
going and performing at Rockquest. It is awesome to see our music students excel 
and put themselves out there. I know both of these girls have put in so much work 
practising for months so well done! Our NCEA students in both Arts and Music 
continue to tick along and achieve in all aspects of their subjects with NCEA perfor-
mances coming up quickly for the music students in early term 3! 
Kapa haka has continued in both areas of the school and the improvement through-
out the school has most definitely been shown. Matariki has also been a huge part of 
this term with so much planning going into the day, also the hard work and com-
mitment shown from our Kapa Haka group practising for the day. 
On Thursday 23rd June the whole school gathered together to celebrate Matariki, 
the start of the Maori new year. We had a great day full of workshops, waiata, and 
kai. We started the day with an assembly and karakia, and then Mr Beck informed 
us on the importance of Matariki and what it signifies for us as a country as this year 
was the first time that it was recognised as a public holiday. 
Each teacher ran workshops in relation to maori culture and Matariki, we had Raranga (Flax weaving), Kohatu (Rock 
Painting), Whakairo Ataata (Carving art), Koauau (Flute making), Limestone carving, Hauora (Bingo, games and Poi 
making), Tin Lanterns, Woollen stars and a group of students preparing kai for lunchtime. It was awesome to see students 
from year 1-13 work together during these workshops, and all getting stuck into every activity! When it came to lunch-
time kai was served! Stuffed kumara, roast meat, buns and coleslaw were quickly snaffled up as the students gathered by 
the new primary building Whare Tūhura to hear the school band play. Kai was then followed by the school Kapa Haka 
group performing to the school. It was an awesome day with such a positive atmosphere and every single student was so 
keen to get stuck in. We are so lucky that we are able to host days like this at school especially with big kids helping the 
wee ones to showcase and learn about our culture. 
I would like to thank everyone who was there on the day teachers and students, Kels Kitchen in Amberley for ordering 
the food for us, everyone who generously donated meat to us, and Allan from Amberley Fruit and Veges for providing us 
with kumara. Without everyone’s help we wouldn’t have been able to have had such a successful day in bringing the whole 
school together for this event. I’d also like to say a huge thank you to Mr Toki for going above and beyond and helping 
organise the day with the help of Bronnie Gunn. I am so excited for next term, this year is going so fast!!



Discovery

Ururangi had a busy term with Rachel Cooper and Kate Frame
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Waipuna-ā-rangi Scientists
Anneke Cameron

Will Frame - I made a lava lamp and my favourite experiment was Henry’s because it had 
hokey pokey that I ate. 
Eva Harray - My experiment was making ice cream. I liked Angus’ experiment because 
he did an explosion in a pumpkin.
Tessa Trew - My experiment was a storm cloud. My favourite one was Henry’s volcano. 
Te Rakai Smith - My favourite experiment to watch was coke and mentos and I did paper 
towel and water to make a rainbow. 
Lewis Christophersen - My favourite experiment was Henry and Ella’s, and Eva’s because 
she made ice cream. I made a green explosion with sprite, mentos and green dye.
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Discovery
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Waitī’s Matariki Cinquain poems

Matariki
fun, magical

singing, dancing, creating
remembering our whanau

Matariki I aroha you!

(By Nellie Collis, Age 7)

Matariki
fabulous remembering

singing, games, celebrating
when our ancestors come to visit

only another year until the next Matariki

(By Josie Kirkland-Manderson,  Age 7)

Matariki
games, kai

loving, creating, waiata
singing for the stars

magical beautiful lanterns

(By Indie Stanley,  Age 7)
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Waitī’s Myths

The Seven mermaids of Matariki
Ellie Frame
A long time ago there were seven cool mermaids. They were happily swimming 
along in their magical sea. Suddenly a giant fishing net caught the seven mer-
maids and pulled them up out of the water. They were frightened. They struggled 
to get out, but they were stuck in the net and pulled into a large scary boat. Two 
hours later a magical wizard came zooming down and saved them by making the 
net disappear. The wizard turned the seven mermaids into stars and that is how 
the Matariki stars were made.

A Myth
Darcy Kelly
In the beginning all the Animal Gods were living in peace until the Cat God sent 
a message of war!
The Cat God brought all of the gods to the same place at the same time. The Dog 
God shoved his lightning sword into the ground and all the gods exploded into 
their own species. Some went extinct...but some Gods survived.

Matariki Shapes
Kelly Abbott
A long time ago seven shapes were flying in the sky. There was Miss Love Heart, 
Mr Square, Mr Triangle, Miss Circle, Mr Hexagon, Miss Diamond and Mr Oval.
 
Miss Love Heart got stuck in a tree when the wind dropped, and she yelled “Help 
me, help me shapes!” She was sad. She wriggled and wriggled. They kept trying to 
push Miss love Heart out of the tree but she was stuck! That night a storm came 
and it blew Miss Love Heart out of the tree. She was so happy to be free again.
She flew home and had a party with Mr Square, Mr Triangle, Miss Circle, Mr 
Hexagon, Miss Diamond and Mr Oval. 

All the shapes partied and partied all night long. When you look up into the win-
ter sky you will see seven beautiful shapes partying. 
They are the 7 stars of Matariki.
 



Discovery

Art
It’s been busy in art this term!

Year 5 students looked at the work of Jon Bur-
german and produced their own versions of his 
work. They used a combination of Adobe Pho-
toshop and drawing to produce their final out-
comes. 

Year 6 Students have been exploring text and 
typography. Combining both hand drawn fonts 
with computer manipulations. 

Year 7 students have been working on a project 
looking at the bird illustrations of Pete Cromer 
and Abby Diamond. It has been great to see their 
enthusiasm and interest in artists and how it 
inspires their own work. 

Year 8 students have been working on a 3d 
project ending in their creation of some clay 
monsters. I have been very impressed with the 
creativity and the outcomes they have produced. 
Hopefully the clay will dry over the weekend and 
we can paint them next week! 

Year 9/10 students have been working on  various 
projects. The most recent being a competition to 
create a Matariki inspired image, the winning im-
age to be used as an invite to our celebrations. A 
large number of the students entered the compe-
tition and used a variety of different media.  The 
winner, Sophie Thompson used a combination of 
Photoshop and painting. 

In senior art David Dagcutan has produced some 
fantastic work for his current project. Displaying 
real skill and detail in his paintings.
 Lee Copplestone

Artists this page top - bottom
Cassie Earl age 9
Mollie Courto age  9
Year 8 students clay monsters
Gemma Costello age 11
Ian McNaughton age 11
Artists page 9 top - bottom
Nicola Upritchard age 12
Ariana Johannis age 12
Sophie Thompson age 13
Grace Dagcutan age 13
David Dagcutan age 17
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Exploring
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Queen’s Platinum Jubilee Tea Party
Exploring community celebrated the Queen’s Platinum Jubilee with a tea party. The students 
got dressed in their most fanciest outfits and sipped tea. A group made some delicious date 
and sultana scones that were served with butter and jam. The students even made crowns to 
feel like royalty. Hurrah! What a splendid day!
 Lauren Brinsford

Hiwa-i-te-rangi and Waitā Rockets!
This term Hiwa-i-te-rangi and Waitā have been working through the four main stages to think like 
engineers and create rockets! First the students had to wonder by asking questions on how rockets 
work. They then started to imagine what their own rocket could look like. The students finally got to 
create their own rockets and do multiple tests to see how high and far their rockets could go! Final-
ly the students went back to the drawing board to improve their rocket for their final flight! All the 
rockets were made out of 1.5 plastic bottles and water and air pressure helped launch the rockets 
into the sky. All the students learnt about aerodynamics and Newton’s three laws of motion to help 
improve their rockets. The students in Hiwa-i-te-rangi and Waitā had so much fun becoming engi-
neers!
 Georgia Marsh
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From the Te Piwakawaka ecan youth engagement newsletter;

It was wonderful to be able to get out with the year 5-6 classes from Hurunui College to explore the health 
of the Hurunui River comparing two sites for riparian plant cover, macro-invertebrate life, temperature, 
clarity and algae cover. The weather was perfect for such a hands-on day and the students with their par-
ent supporters were totally engaged in the activities. We found lots of sensitive species like mayfly larvae 
and free-living caddis fly larvae along with fly larvae, worms and tiny snails (which are truly beautiful to 
look at through a microscope). These freshwater bugs are a key part of stream food webs, feeding on algae, 
other plant matter or each other. The larvae of various species are an important food source for fish while 
the winged adults are often eaten by birds. Overall, the river was in a pretty good state after a recent fresh. 
The children learnt a lot with some now set up to monitor a section of for macroinvertebrates and water 
clarity. Thanks to teachers Lauren B and Georgia M for organising a great field day. To Hurunui Year 5-6 
classes:  Kei runga rawa atu koutou! You’re the best!

Matariki - Year 7 science with Mrs Zino

This term we have been learning about Space. 
As well as learning the order of our planets and 
how Earth relates to our Sun and Moon, we have 
been learning about the physics behind rockets. 
In this experiment we were demonstrating how 
Newton’s third law of motion can be applied 
to make a balloon rocket across the room.  We 
worked in pairs to see which balloon could be 
propelled the furthest.  Gemma and Samantha 
won this challenge. We found out that not all 
balloons are created equally and that for things to 
fly or thrust forward they need to be aerodynamic 
and light.
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Smokefree RockQuest 2022

Finally, after a couple of years without a performance it was fantastic to have a band come 
into town and compete at the 2022 Rockquest. The event took place at the Ngaio Marsh 
Theatre and the group EMERGENCY XIT, from year 10, competed against another 74 
bands. The nerves showed but they demonstrated the Hurunui spirit and gave it their all.
 Phil Biddlecombe
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YES Marketing
The business UpCycall marketed themselves at Compass FM. 
They spent the morning speaking with John and Steph about the company. The class are sell-
ing refurbished furniture with a target market of unistudents. They are also selling old school 
computers refurbished to school students. You will be able to relisten to their interview on the 
Compass FM youtube channel.
 Phil Biddlecombe

YES Pitch
On the 13 June we had two groups complete their second challenge of 
the Pitch. This was infront of judges from the tech industry, business 
enterprise startup and Ara coordinators. Both UpCycall and The Painter 
Family successfully completed this and represented their companies very 
well.
 Phil Biddlecombe
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Model EU 2022

Model EU provides an opportunity for NZ students to step into the shoes of European Union 
members and tackle controversial issues that affect society. It gives students the ability to not only 
extend their knowledge on the EU but build a confident and strong character within themselves. 
I have attended this event three times and each time, it was a little different. This year was a two 
day event and what this gave us all was a chance to thoroughly consider each clause of the draft 
sub-directives within our council. It also gives students time to get comfortable with their sur-
roundings and the people around them. The first time is always the most nerve wracking as you 
feel you have no idea what you should be doing. My advice is to prepare beforehand and do re-
search on your given EU member country. This will help you immensely and the volunteer stu-
dent assistants are super supportive and their main priority is to make sure you have a good time 
so don’t be afraid to ask them for help as well. My personal highlight was the plenary session. This 
is when students all get together at the end and debate the whole directive. My country was Croa-
tia and I was a part of the Transport, Telecommunications and Energy council. I had some issues 
with my given sub-directive and other member states frequently disagreed with me but when it 
came to the Plenary session, I got to talk to the rest of the students in my country and make al-
liances with people we had gotten along well with within the last 36 hours. After that 1-2 hour 
session and the opportunity to submit joke amendments, Croatia is now pleased to announce we 
got everything we wanted and we’re currently in a war with Serbia. 

Interested students should not be intimidated by the big words because I truly feel any one can 
thrive if they make the most out of it. This event is so underrated and it is always a good time with 
memories formed that will last a lifetime. There is no harm in trying it, at least once. The food 
is good, the accommodation is sometimes good, it’s free and you make lifelong friends, just ask 
Luke Chisnall. I am sad to think that I will no longer be eligible to attend but it’s an experience I 
will never forget and I am so grateful to Hurunui College for offering this chance to us and a huge 
thank you to Mrs Bamford and Mr Brinsdon for chaperoning us this year, I really appreciate it. 
Give it a go. Honestly, what have you got to lose?
 Ebony Varnham
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SISS Dog Agility Champs 2022
Hannah Sidey

My dog Nelly and I entered for the first time in the South 
Island Secondary School Dog Agility Championship on 
the 11th of June 2022 and represented Hurunui College. 
It was held in Christchurch at the Christchurch show-
grounds, RDA Indoor Arena.
I entered all four classes, two of which were with my dog 
Nelly in the Experienced classes and the other two of 
which I got given a dog to run on the day which are the 
Open Handler classes.

Results: 
Open Handler Agility: 3rd with Russel 
Open Handler Jumpers:  5th with Zoom
Experienced Agility: 4th with Nelly
Experienced Jumpers: 3rd with Nelly

For all the points I gathered with Nelly and the other 
two dogs I got 3rd overall  for top school representing 
Hurunui College. 

Trapshooting 2022
Millie-Jane McIlraith

Millie-Jane McIlraith and Maggie Ferguson have 
competed in the 1st 3 rounds of the Canterbury 
secondary schools  clay target shooting circuit. It 
has  been a great year so far with us hitting a re-
cord number of students attending the shoots from 
schools all over canterbury. We would like to thank 
our sponsors Killwell sports and Gun city who 
have been extremely supportive, and  to our coach 
Graeme Everette.

Results from the year so far  
High over all Ladies - Millie-Jane 
2nd Senior single Rise - Millie-Jane 
Top Girls point score team -Millie-Jane & Maggie 
High over all Ladies - Millie-Jane 
Top Girls Point score Team- Millie-Jane & Maggie
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Dino Trip
Mr Thompson

Rumours arose that DINOSAURS had arrived in 
Canterbury!  Hurunui College senior biology stu-
dents decided this needed checking out, so off they 
trotted to the Christchurch Museum. The visiting 
exhibition “Dinosaur Revolution- Secrets of Surviv-
al” was focused on new fossil evidence that shows 
more dinosaurs than previous thought had feathers 
and quills that helped them survive. This means our 
traditional view of brown and green scaled dino’s 
needs questioning. Was T-Rex actually feathered?  
One of the class focus’s was to look at the evidence 
of dinosaurs evolving into modern day birds. While 
there the class took the chance to view the perma-
nent displays and sample the hot chocolates in the 
cafe. This was a rare chance to learn from an in-
ternational exhibition on our door step. Another 
example of the amazing opportunities provided at 
Hurunui College

Welding Course at ARA
Mr Thompson

This term Hurunui College was able to support 2 
of our senior pupils, Martin Quigley and Hunter 
Cattermole, to attend a 5 week welding course at 
Ara, Institution of Canterbury. The evening class-
es taught multiple forms of welding and thermal 
cutting. This is another example of how Hurunui 
College is helping to provide the skills to transition 
our pupils in to future vocational pathways.



Investigating

Year 8

Kia ora whānau, 

What a busy term for the year 8 class! 
Covid may have reduced our numbers at 
times, however this did not disrupt the 
class from working hard throughout the 
term. Algebra was the topic in maths, and 
the students really challenged themselves 
by working on some higher level equations. 
Literacy involved persuasive writing with 
the students writing some great speeches, 
as well as creating some fun and entertain-
ing persuasive advertisements. 
In social studies, we studied economics, 
and this culminated in a “Dragons’ Den” 
type product development unit. Finally, we 
would like to farewell Ashlee Murray and 
wish her and her family all the best for the 
future. The class will miss you Ashlee!
 William Harnett
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Supported Learning Banking Trip

On 1 June, the students from the supported learning class went to Westpac and BNZ 
in Rangiora. As part of their Own Money SPEC programme, they investigated what is 
needed to open a bank account, as well as the various bank accounts available to them. 
The students met Shelly from Westpac and Rhys from BNZ who were both very helpful 
and answered all of our questions, and gave great advice too.
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Exploring Camp - Woodend
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2 DAY WORKPLACE FIRST AID COURSE- 8th & 9th June

There were 20 students attending this course, of which Mick and Jenny Nelson-Willis from First Train-
ing were the very knowledgeable tutors.
It was a great practical experience for the students with a lot of scenario based learning where the gym 
became farm and work accident sites, the classroom was a lot of different scenes, on Kellocks paddock 
there was a lot of CPR work and relaying information via a lot of people, the staff toilet area where 
there were collapse victims who had to be lifted out and the staff room was a gas leak scenario and lots 
of other very real life situations. 
A huge thankyou to Mick and Jenny for making this such a fun and interesting learning experience for 
the students, and for them all to be able to learn and have this knowledge as they go forward into the 
world and their careers is a real asset to their futures.



Sports
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Hurunui Cross Country - Monday 23rd May
We had to go to our postponement date for our cross country and luckily it was a beautiful day for the students to have 
a wee jog up the hill in the sun, on Powers farm, Creans farm, the Hawarden golf course and the Hawarden Domain.   
Results were-
Yr1 Boys- Will Frame, James Habgood                 Yr1 Girls- Margot Rutherford, Luna Hodgkinson
Yr2 Boys- Angus Thompson, Henry Ferguson       Yr2 Girls- Ella Smith, Tessa Trew
Yr3 Boys- Darcy Kelly, Matt Holdaway                   Yr3 Girls- Kelly Abbott, Ellie Frame
Yr4 Boys- Stanley Savage, Hunter Toki                 Yr4 Girls- Billie Ramsay, Cassie Earl
Yr5 Boys- Jens Grove, Tylan Toomey                   Yr5 Girls- Tina Tuinawaivuvu, Katie Devine
Yr6 Boys- Jake Abbott, Sam Holdaway                  Yr6 Girls- Lily Frost, Eva Kelly
Yr 7 Boys- Jack Savage, Hamish Thompson         Yr 7 Girls- Lilian Searle, Nicola Upritchard
Yr 8 Boys- Shea Kelly, Will Zino                             Yr 8 Girls- Sinead Chisnall, Sophie Frost
Yr 9/10  Boys- Kyle Searle,Jamie Oberholzer, Finn Fricker  Yr 9/10 Girls- Millie Sidey, Katie Spencer, Maine Grove
Yr 11-13 Boys- Joseph Clarke, Caleb Spencer, Josh Gunn Yr 11-13 Girls- Hannah Sidey, Tahlia Beck, Sam Torrie

Congratulations to all that participated in this school wide event, it was great to see you all getting out there 
giving it a go.

HPSSA @ Scargill Domain - Tuesday 31st May
It was a beautiful day for the Hurunui zones cross country, held at the Scargill Domain for the first time. It was a 
challenging track with a decent uphill and steep downhill but all students did very well, completing the course. 
Results were-
Year 4 Girls - Billie Ramsay 4th, Cassie Earl 6th  Year 4 Boys - Stanley Savage 1st
Year 6 Girls - Lily Frost 2nd, Eva Kelly 6th  Year 6 Boys - Sam Holdaway 4th, Jake Abbott 5th
Year 7 Boys - Jack Savage 1st, Hamish Thompson 4th, Joshua Spencer 6th
Year 8 Girls - Sinead Chisnall 5th   Year 8 Boys - Shea Kelly 3rd
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CCHS Indoor Tournament- Wednesday 1st June
53 students from years 8,9 and 10 went to Rangiora Mainpower Stadium to play Basketball and Hockey and 
to Rangiora New Life to play Badminton. It was a great day of sport where the Hurunui College teams played 
teams from Oxford Area School and Rangiora New Life, there were some very close games and great sports-
manship seen from all the teams.

The following students were selected to represent the Hurunui Zone at the Canterbury Pri-
mary School Sports Cross Country held at Nga Puna Wai on the 22nd June. 
Congratulations on their fabulous results-

Year Name Placing Time

Y 6 Girls Lily Frost 12/117 9.36

Eva Kelly 77/117 10.32

Y 6 Boys Sam Holdaway 73/118 9.28

Jake Abbott 104/118 10.08

Y7 Boys Jack Savage 63/180 14.11

Hamish Thompson 116/180 15.00

Joshua Spencer 109/180 14.56

Y8 Girls Sinead Chisnall 13/169 16.59

Y8 Shea Kelly 122/160 14.41
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Student Council
Haley Ross

The Student Council have had a couple of constructive meetings this term. We are plan-
ning a mufti day for Friday week 1, Term 3. The theme for this will be “future careers” 
so over the holiday, have a think about your outfits! Here is a photo of our council 
members at our most recent meeting


